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commendable fortitude; and I spent the evening looking
up and down the table to memorise your faces, because you
had to be presented the next morning to another Oxford
man at St. James's Palace, But I had not foreseen that I
should be instructed at the last moment to present you by
name and college. It all passed off charmingly; but I have
always been convinced that I invented two new Cambridge
colleges, That morning strikes me as the real opening of
our adventures. Do you remember the impressive start
from home when, fortified with light refreshments and the
lady cheering from the balcony, we crowded two Rolls-
Royces and told them as casually as we could to drive to the
palace ?
From that moment we had started, and invisible crowds
somewhere below the Equator seemed to roar {< They're
off/1   Indeed, they were.   Before the week was out, eight
of you lined up in tweeds outside a boat-train at Waterloo
to smile a last farewell into the waiting cameras,   It was too
late to turn back now; Southampton came upon us a few
minutes later; and there was Arlanza, looking unnaturally
large and waiting to engulf its nervous inmates.   Then we
were sitting after lunch and watching England fade away
behind us ; and I disgraced you all by leaning on the rail at
Cherbourg and positively talking to you in a sponge-bag
cap and an immense Spanish cloak.   (Your feelings were
concealed, but I could see that you were suffering.)   We
watched the emigrants come off; we watched the coast of
France recede; and then we made our first appearance at
that imperial round table in the very centre of the saloon,
which became our pride.   At least, I know that it was mine;
for what could be more splendid than to preside with
parental dignity over such a family ?   Eight ties as black
as yours, eight shirts as white would have filled any father
with unworthy pride;  and as your temporary parents
dressed for dinner, they did their very best to live up to
their position.   Breakfast was less impressive, because none
of us got up at the same time and we breakfasted in twos and

